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This paper is devoted to the study of lower bounds on the inherent number of additions
and subtractions necessary to solve some natural matrix computational tasks such as
computing the nullspace, some band transformation, and some triangulation of a given
mm matrix. The additive complexities of such tasks are shown to grow asymptotically
like that of the mm matrix multiplication. The paper is a continuation of an earlier
paper by the authors, and also of Bu¨rgisser et al. [Comput. Complexity 1 (1991),
131–155] where multiplicative complexity has been considered. We also propose a
formalization of semialgebraic computational tasks. ©1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We study real matrix computational tasks under the aspect of additive
complexity and relate these complexities to the multiplicative complexity of
matrix multiplication.
We dedicate this work to Shmuel Winograd. It is our pleasure to honor him on
the occasion of his 60th birthday for his pioneering and fundamental contribution
to the theme of arithmetic complexity in general and to matrix multiplication in
particular, to mention only his work in our context [7, 8, 20, 21].
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Multiplicative complexity and total complexity
of matrix multiplication are known to have
roughly the same growth (cf. [9, 16]), and by [8] the currently best upper
bound is
The infimum of this kind of exponents is called the asymptotic exponent of
matrix multiplication; also coincides with the asymptotic exponent with
respect to multiplicative complexity (e.g., [9]) and with the asymptotic expo-
nent with respect to additive complexity [11].
In [13] it is shown within the framework of semialgebraic computation trees
that the inherent additive complexity of diagonalization of quadratic forms is
bounded below by the multiplicative complexity of matrix multiplication up to
a constant factor. Here we give such complexity relativizations for a series of
important matrix computational tasks such as nullspace, band transformation,
and triangulation. This paper can be seen as a continuation of [13] and of
[4] where multiplicative complexity has been considered. We shall exhibit well-
defined paths in computation trees solving such tasks with a number of additions
and subtractions along these paths bounded below by
with a small and a large positive constant. It is unknown whether > 2 holds
true or whether the ratio
is growing. Therefore, in order to make our complexity relativizations indepen-
dent of (plausible but unproven) hypotheses we look for other paths revealing a
lower bound, at least for some of the tasks investigated here.
Let be a real closed field. We consider semialgebraic computation trees
over (to be precised later) of operational–relational signature ( P)
where
( denotes the unary multiplication with 0, and 1 being constants);
is the input length. In the simplest case possesses also a fixed out-
put length . Then the pair ( ) is called the input–output format of
. If is an input vector then denotes the path in followed by
and denotes the output vector of on input . In the simplest case
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a semialgebraic computational task is given by a semialgebraic input–output
specification
does not need to be the graph of a function. is said to solve if for all
in the projection of to the pair lies in . If
is a cost function (additive cost, ; multiplicative cost, ;
total cost, ) then, for an input vector denotes
the -length of the path . By maximizing over all path lengths we get the -
cost of . Minimizing over all solving the task defines
the complexity of (with respect to -counting).
Let us now summarize the organization of the paper.
In Section 2 we continue the discussion in [3, 4, 11, 13, 18] about what
a computational task should be. Computational tasks must be specified. We
propose a general definition of semialgebraic tasks and subtasks in order to
grasp intuitive ideas in precise terms (see also [14]). This is important for
having an “argumentative functioning” and will be used in the later sections.
Our discussion is also intended to inspire lower bound studies for relaxed forms
of computational and decisional tasks. We expect systematic studies to provide
information about the deeper lying reasons for why and when computation tasks
become “practically” easier.
In Section 3 we recall the complexity modeling of [11] and the two tools from
[11, 12] used in our complexity analysis: path selection via the real spectrum
and a lower bound on additive complexity in algebras of fields. (For a detailed
account on the real spectrum method in complexity see [12, 14].) Even if one
declares finding lower bounds for the “minimax” complexity as the
aim, selection of the informative paths is indispensable. Therefore we shall
always label the (inevitably long) paths by their names in the real spectrum
of ([11, 12, 14]). Departing from semialgebraic computation
trees and semialgebraic computational tasks, the real spectrum (cf. [2, 5, 6, 10,
17]), invented by M. Coste and M.-F. Roy (cf. [6]), appears as the fundamental
vehicle for arriving at computations in commutative algebras ([12]). In [6] the
authors write: “Nous sommes convaincus que cet outil facilite la compre´hension
des proble`mes et permet de donner des re´sultats plus complets.” Indeed, this
conviction has also proved true in the field of complexity of branching programs,
as formalized by semialgebraic computation trees. Besides providing the correct
labeling of the paths by prime cones it also provides in an
automatic fashion information on the kind and dimensionality of the “subsets of
difficulty” of . A lower bound for
the length of the path followed by the “ghost point” implies this bound
for “many” input vectors since the “cell” of
all following the path contains a semialgebraic locally-closed and
Zariski-dense subset of the zero set of supp in . If the lower bound holds
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true for the paths of all with the same support
then, by joining together the “cells,” a Zariski-open and dense subset of the zero
set in of is “difficult.”
In the subsequent sections we then treat the additive complexity of matrix
computational tasks such as nullspaces, band transformation, and triangulation.
We remark that part of our results can also be proved in a coarser form following
the line of the more elementary proofs in [4] in combination with Theorem
3.1. In the following we shall give indications for this which will enable the
uninitiated reader to get acquainted with the more conceptual real spectrum
method.
Finally we describe the computational model. Let ( ) be a finite binary
tree with predecessor relation be the partition of the set
of nodes into leaves, branching, and simple nodes. For we assume to
be extended to by viewing as linearly
ordered predecessors of the root of the tree. Let denote program variables
for . A semialgebraic computation tree over of
operational–relational signature ( P) (an -tree, for short) is a finite binary
tree ( ) together with an instruction function that assigns
• to every simple node an operational instruction
where and (that is,
),
• to every branching node a test instruction
where and
• to every leaf a color, (a label for cases), a
length depending on the color, and an output instruction
where and .
These data being given, the pair ( ) is called the input–output
format of . The execution of the tree on starts with assigning the
input variables the values . Starting the successive execution of
the instructions, follows in this way its path in the tree (from the root
to a leaf or to the node just before an unexecutable division instruction), and
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defines a function from a semialgebraic domain in to the disjoint union
.
2. SEMIALGEBRAIC COMPUTATIONAL TASKS AND SUBTASKS
A semialgebraic computational task over is any list
of semialgebraic input–output specifications
(so is given by the underlying semialgebraic subset plus the two projec-
tions); the pair ( ) is its input–output format. If is called
monochrome; otherwise, it is called polychrome. The projection of to is
called its ith (partial) domain, denoted and its (full)
domain. For a subset of colors we write
(the “only ” domain). The task is called separated if all partial domains
are pairwise disjoint. In the later sections we shall confine ourselves to treating
separated tasks, but general studies are evidently important and necessary.
A semialgebraic computation tree of input–output format ( )
is said to solve the task if for all and all the path
of in leads to a leaf of color and for a color .
(The idea of overlapping domains is due to Scho¨nhage [19]).
EXAMPLE 2.1. If all then is called a recognition
task; if it is moreover separated then is a decision task.
For instance, for > 0 call the determinant of a matrix “big” if
> and “small” if . Recognition whether the determinant
is big or small means to answer correctly “big” or “small”; in a tree, matrices
with should lead to a “small”-leaf, matrices with
should lead to a “big”-leaf, and matrices “living” in the “freedom region”
to either a “big” or a “small” leaf (cf. [19]).
The composition of two monochrome tasks is
defined as
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(correspondingly for polychrome).
We will compare tasks over one and the same and say that a task
“contains” another task (or is an “extension” of ), denoted in
such a way that roughly speaking the essential part of a tree for can serve
as a tree for and consequently every kind of lower bound statement for the
subtask automatically holds true for . We imagine the semialgebraic tasks
as “plants” growing on the “soil” of all finite lists of semialgebraic (partial)
domains in .
Let be a (polychrome) task over .
Subtasks (over ) of result from by a finite number of changes according
to the following processes:
(i) Permutation of the task components: For a permutation of places
(ii) Right coordinate permutations: If =
for a permutation of places, then
(iii) Right projections: If > 0 and is the image of
under the canonical coordinate projection, then
(iv) Repetition: If
then
(v) Adding an alternative without domain extensions: If
for some semialgebraic then
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(vi) Fusion of cases: If then
(vii) Relaxation of conditions: If with
semialgebraic, then
(viii) Domain restriction: If for some semialgebraic
then
EXAMPLE 2.2. For every task the recognition task of its partial domains is
a subtask; it is part of the job.
From the lower bound point of view we also consider a further mini-change
of a task. The zero–one extension of a task is defined as
If a task is a subtask of the zero–one extension of then we write
If one considers complexities with respect to a cost function
the above lower-bound automatism remains effective as long as .
One can make the polychrome task monochrome by using
coding tricks ([3]): For instance, let
where and
here 0 is a list of zeros of length is a list of zeros and ones of
length with and is a list of zeros and
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ones of length with . The cases (col-
ors) are still “there” but do not enjoy an autonomous status anymore. Clearly
but not vice versa in general. This is easily visible for de-
cision tasks where the case distinction is no longer demanded and is shifted to
the orderer of the job, so to speak.
EXAMPLE 2.3. We consider matrix computational tasks (thus over
).
(1) Let RANK be the rank decision task,
for . Deciding whether the rank is divisible by 3 is a subtask of
RANK but neither of mono(RANK) nor of the rank function.
(2) The -inversion
is a subtask of and of inversion provided that > 0 is
small so that is the set of regular matrices. It is also a
subtask of ( ), that is, of finding out whether being invert-
ible and inverting the matrix if possible.
(3) Let KERB be the polychrome kernel basis task,
for . For consider the monochrome nullspace task
here a determination of the rank is not demanded. One has RANK KERB,
NULLSP KERB, and NULLSP mono(KERB).
(4) Let be numbers in . The recognition task
is a subtask of the decision task ( ); this
is apparent by adding the two alternatives (v)
and fusing the cases (vi).
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Finally, we briefly discuss the question of why it makes sense to consider
semialgebraic tasks. Computing an -approximation for the exponential function
on the interval [0, 1] (say) is apparently not a semialgebraic task. To “attack” this
task we need our knowledge of analysis in order to tell the task in “some form.”
So we consider for instance an -tube around the graph of a suitable Taylor
polynomial which can be “told,” that is to say, which is a semialgebraic extension
of the original task. Tasks of numerical computing have such a character; tasks
which cannot be told in any semialgebraic form cannot be treated.
3. OPERATIONAL AND OPERATIONAL–RELATIONAL
COMPLEXITIES, NOTATIONS, AND TOOLS
We recall some results and terminology of the complexity modeling from [11,
12] to be used in later sections. Rings, fields, and algebras are always assumed
to be commutative.
3.1. Straight Line Programs (R-SLPs)
Let be a ring. is a possible operational signature
on the category of -algebras with the interpretation “division by units” for
and “multiplication with ” for . Let be an -algebra. We
consider lists (called points) with . For a
cost function and a further denotes the
minimum -length of an -SLP (i.e., -SLP) over computing from the
point over . (If is thought to be fixed then it is also called the reference
point.) A pair ( ) is called an -computation (executable or unexecutable)
in the -algebra ; an executable ( ) is said to compute if all
appear in the result sequence Res( ) of it.
We comment on the notation used. An -algebra morphism given by
specializes an -computation ( ) in into an -
computation ( ) in the arrival algebra . We remark that many
lower bound techniques result from an application of an -algebra morphism
that makes a computational step “unnecessary”; however, -algebra morphisms
alone are insufficient for many purposes. So one is lead to the wider category flac
of all commutative algebras ([12, 14]). Its morphisms are given by commutative
squares
They specialize points into points which is the functo-
rial conception of affine space. In the same way they specialize -computations
( ) in into -computations ( ) in . This is the reason
why the algebra of consideration is made visible in the affine space notation.
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The left and the right vertical morphism of rings of a morphism in flac will be
referred to as its morphism of coefficients and its morphism of functions.
Considerations will often start in the -algebra and some self-
explanatory shorthand notations for the images under canonical -algebra
morphisms are useful (cf. [12, 14]). For the “vector” of indeterminates in the -
algebra our standard notation is
(resp. ) denotes its image in (resp., in ) for
. (resp. ) denotes the image
vector of in the real closure of the residue field with respect to the
ordering on induced by where denotes
the support of the prime cone [5] (resp., in the strict
real localization cf. [17]).
3.2. Verifying Straight Line Programs (R-VEFs)—
Operational–Relational Complexities
Let . Adding a number of P-comparison instructions at the
beginning and after each computational instruction in an -SLP over we
get an ( P)-SLP over ; these are called verifiers ([11]), denoted -
VEFs. Inputs are now ordered field points (over ) ( ) where
and ( ) is an ordered field. Since the real spectrum “encompasses” all
evaluations in ordered fields, consideration of the ordered field
points ( ) for constitutes no restriction of generality.
Notationally, we shall make no distinction between the point
and the ordered field point ( ). (One can also identify
and the list .)
The complexity of verifying in its halo of
generizations hal is defined as the minimum -length of
a verifier over distinguishing from every through the
outcomes of the comparison test. We then say that verifies . A verifier
over being given, denotes the -SLP over of pure computational
steps of .
The operational complexity of isolating in its halo of
generalizations is defined as the minimum -length of an -SLP over
computing for some a list from such that
(cf. [12, 14, 17]). Analogously one defines the isolation complexity
of a prime ideal and one always has
for .
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3.3. Semialgebraic Computation Trees (R-Trees)—Path Selection
We recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between semialgebraic
subsets and the constructible sets in ; this transition
is called the operation tilde (cf. [5]).
Let be a real closed field and be an -tree over . We trace the path
in followed by the input for ; can be considered
as a verifier over . Assume that has input–output format ( )
and solves the separated task of the same format. The tilde
of the specification will provide us with information on
the behavior of on hal . If is a minimal prime cone
of the tilde of the th domain and if hal then
by the tilde of the task, for . Then, as a direct
consequence, the path verifies and on input computes the output
of the tree . The prime cone
defined by the input–output list lies then in the tilde
.
3.4. Additive Complexity
Finally, we recall the logarithmic metamorphosis [11] which turns additive
complexity in algebras of fields into multiplicative complexity of
polynomials over .
Let be a finitely generated extension of fields of characteristic zero
(for simplicity). We consider the monomorphisms in flac
here the top-down one is canonically induced by scalar extension with and
is generated by the and the bottom-up one is
given by a choice of a regular system of parameters of .
(For instance, one can choose if form a transcen-
dence basis of over .) One can then view as the associated graded
ring of and the ring of formal power series as its comple-
tion. For write in
and denote by
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its -jet (with respect to the regular system of parameters chosen).
For (resp. denotes the
list of -jets, and denotes the concatenated list of all -
jets, .
The following theorem relating additive and multiplicative complexity is based
on a program transformation ( -SLPs into -SLPs) mainly constructed with
the help of an appropriate structural transport via
denoting the maximal ideal in .
THEOREM 3.1 [11]. Let be a finitely generated extension of fields
of characteristic zero, and . Assume
to be a regular system of parameters, and . Then additive
complexity has the lower bound in terms of multiplicative complexity
Remark 3.2. In order to get the polynomial complexity on the right side of
this inequality in standard form, that is, with reference point
one tries to minimize by a variation of the regular system
of parameters . If and
then is the Krull dimension of and
for the choice . Theorem 3.1 implies in this case the simpler inequal-
ity
which is used in this form in [13]. Using a specialization argument, for indi-
vidual there exists a nonvoid Zariski open subset of such that the right
multiplicative complexity can be replaced by the multiplicative complexity of
the Taylor polynomials of the of degree . This is the geometric “visualiza-
tion” of this lower bound.
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As in [13] our subsequent discussion will require an absolute lower bound on
the additive isolation complexity of prime cones of height one. If the support
of has height one then the inequality (3.1) becomes an equality.
Moreover,
and for additive complexity we can use the following Euler derivation bound.
PROPOSITION 3.3 [11]. Define for
. Then the following two statements hold true:
(1) For every prime principal ideal
(2) For every
For the determinant we now bound the value of .
LEMMA 3.4. For the determinant
Proof. Let denote the discriminant of quadratic
forms (determinant of symmetric matrices). By [13] we have
. By the chain rule this bound also holds for .
4. NULLSPACE
We consider the monochrome nullspace task
of format for .
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THEOREM 4.1. Let be an -tree over for NULLSP and
a prime cone in .
(1) The path verifies in its halo of generalizations. As a consequence,
if the additive path length of the common path is bounded below
as
for every proper generalization .
(2) If then
Proof. Let be the corresponding determinant ideal of
minors.
Ad (1). We show that is impossible for a proper generization
. (This is not a direct consequence of the specification.) Otherwise, let
be that matrix for which and
are the output matrices of on inputs and respectively. From
we have > contradicting being a
proper generization of . For the lower bound on the additive path
length comes from Lemma 3.4.
Ad (2). Let be the matrix for which is
the output matrix of on input . The tilde says
We collect many -linearly independent columns of in a matrix
with blocks and . The -SLP
over of the path shows
We assume now that is even. (The odd case can be reduced to the sub-
sequent treatment of the even one by a traditional one-row elimination in the
matrix (4.3) in order to shrink the number of rows and the number of columns
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each by one. This boils down to a further investment of only ad-
ditive operations.) We want to turn the complexity bound (4.4) into a new one
with the help of a morphism in flac which absorbs certain elements from
into the coefficient field. Note that is a rational function field over . Let
. The -algebra morphism of substitution
given by the assignment in block matrix notation
induces the morphism in flac
where and complexity bound (4.4) implies
here and are now lists in
the new algebra . As a consequence of (4.2) we can write
with a certain . We now apply Theorem 3.1 for . As a regu-
lar system of parameters of we take the images of (here
) and the images of (here ), which we
think are grouped together in the form of two matrices and .
We consider now the multiplicative complexity of
with respect to the reference point instead
of . This is possible without change of multi-
plicative complexity because of
(the elements of the matrix belong to the new coefficient field !), and
Theorem 3.1 and (4.5) give (for some constant)
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In order to determine the form of (and to distill a matrix
multiplication from it) we must make some preparations. In matrix notation we
have
Writing furthermore
with (elementwise) homogeneous of degree we find using (4.6)
and likewise
With -linear operations only we remove in (4.8) and multiply
by the matrix from the left and by from the right. By the analo-
gous procedure in (4.9) and subtraction of the resulting matrices we conclude
from (4.7)
for the matrix
Using the -algebra isomorphism of given by the assignment in the
matrix notation
and the fact that we obtain
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where is the image of under this isomorphism. For sim-
plicity assume now that is even. Using the -algebra morphism
of substitution given in matrix notation by
( blocks), the complexity bound (4.10) implies
By a block matrix computation argument for getting back to full matrix
multiplication and by a transfer argument as in [13] in order to get back to the
coefficient field instead of the bound (4.11) completes the proof of the
second part of Theorem 4.1. (For the transfer first go into a real closed exten-
sion field of .)
Remark 4.2. We indicate how one can argue along the more elementary proof
line of [4]. First one restricts the considered input matrices to the linear subspace
having a zero south block. Then using the geometric interpretation
of Theorem 3.1 in Remark 3.2 one can enter as in [4] into the second part of the
proof of Theorem 4.1. The above proof however yields a larger “difficult set,”
namely a Zariski-open subset of the whole determinant variety of rank .
We remark furthermore that a proof line similar to that above also implies the
lower bound of Theorem 4.1 for multiplicative instead of additive path length.
This strengthens the lower bound in [4] in two directions: NULLSP instead of
KERB, and a larger “difficult set.”
COROLLARY 4.3. The complexity statements of Theorem 4.1 hold likewise
for KERB.
Proof. NULLSP KERB.
5. BAND TRANSFORMATION
Band transformation is the monochrome task
of format .
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THEOREM 5.1. Let be an -tree over for , and
.
(1) .
(2) If possesses a specialization , then
Proof. Ad (1). Let be those matrices
such that are the output matrices of on input
. From we have with band,
and regular. So
From
we get with the help of Theorem 3.1 for and
For simplicity we write for in what follows. Since
we have (by the -linear change of variables according to )
Next we are going to check that
If this is the case then, using (5.12) and (5.13), we have
To verify (5.14) note that since is band, is band for all . Thus
(5.15) follows as in [4] from the following three observations:
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(i) the trace of a product of two matrices can be computed from these
two matrices with multiplication,
(ii) the product of a band matrix times a full matrix can be computed
with multiplications, and
(iii) the product of a matrix in times a matrix in
can be computed with -linear operations only.
We continue with the further discussion of (5.15). By a -algebra
morphism of substitution, we reduce the size of to
(substituting the south and the east border to zero). So we assume
in what follows. By a -algebra morphism
according to
( blocks) we deduce from (5.15)
Using the program transformation for the gradient (differentiation with respect
to ; cf. [1, 15]) we arrive at an matrix multiplication. As before, trans-
fer to coefficient field and block matrix computation in order to get back to
matrix multiplication complete the proof.
Ad (2). The stated absolute lower bound already holds for the subtask of
computing the band matrix alone. If the paths and split, then
the statement follows from Lemma 3.4.
Otherwise, let be that matrix such that and are the
outputs on resp. . Then says that is
a nonzero nonunit. Therefore one can arrange a search which will find a nonzero
nonunit in computable with at most further additions
and subtractions. Within a maximum of additive operations based on
elementary row and column manipulations on the northwest block
of such an element is found or a band matrix is produced
and the search continues from this matrix.
Lemma 3.4 then is applied to the found nonzero nonunit.
Remark. The search is based on a traditional elimination tree in which the
split of the paths of the inputs and is discussed.
Rank normal form is the monochrome subtask RANKNF BAND(1)
where the diagonal matrix is required to have numbers one and zero on the
diagonal according to the rank (the ones in the northwest corner).
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COROLLARY 5.2. The above lower bound statements of Theorem 5.1 also
hold for RANKNF.
BAND ( ) is a subtask of the monochrome transformation into sparse
form
We consider its subtask of computing the
transformation matrices alone. For simplicity we make fixed and make the
nontriviality of our statement dependent on the validity of > 2.
THEOREM 5.3. Let be an -tree over for . Then for
every
Proof. For the statement is trivial, so assume > 2. Let again
be those regular matrices such that are the
output matrices of on . Considering we have a sparse
matrix such that
and again as a consequence trace . The ar-
gument follows the same line as the proof of Theorem 5.1, once it is com-
plemented by an additional computation in of from the list
with “few” multiplication steps. By [4] this
is possible under the assumption that > 2.
BAND is also a subtask of the monochrome block band transformation
task
We consider its subtask of computing the trans-
formation matrices alone. For reasons of technical simplification we restrict
ourself to .
THEOREM 5.4. Let be an -tree over for and
.
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(1) .
(2) If possesses a specialization then
Proof. Ad (1). For simplicity assume . With the notations of the
proof of Theorem 5.1 let be those matrices such that is
block band and
but only constitute output matrices. As in the proof of Theorem
5.3 we first have to compute from .
First we perform a scalar extension of with
(new indeterminates). We use the Coppersmith–Winograd matrix multiplication
[8] for matrices of size with a number of multiplications
and compute for
By block matrix multiplication this can be done with
many multiplications. With -linear operations only we distill
the for .
With the same block matrix trick we obtain the bound
instead of inequality (5.14) in the proof of Theorem 5.1. The rest is now anal-
ogous to the proof of Theorem 5.3.
Ad (2). If the paths and split, the argument is the same as
that in Theorem 5.1. So assume . We use again .
Let be those invertible matrices such that
resp. are the output matrices on input resp. and
; here is block band and is a
nonzero nonunit in . Since is a block band one of its blocks is
also a nonzero nonunit. This allows us to organize again a search for a nonzero
nonunit “cheaply” computable from and . In fact,
shows that a square submatrix of this product of size at most has
a determinant which is a nonzero nonunit. Using again the Coppersmith–
Winograd matrix-multiplication, we can compute with at most
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additive operations this submatrix . This search continues, for
instance, on the basis of a traditional triangulation
computation tree. In this tree either the paths followed by and
split and then a nonzero nonunit is found, or they do not split and then on the
diagonal of the triangulated output matrix a nonzero nonunit is found. Thus by
the statement of Lemma 3.4,
6. TRIANGULATION
Triangulation is the monochrome task
classical algorithms for TRI and for its subtask of triangulating band matrices
have already been the basis of our search arguments in the proofs of Theorems
5.1 and 5.4.
If and is a generization of
then it is obvious already that for every tree for the subtask of computing the
diagonal elements of the triangulated matrix we have
(by Lemma 3.4). TRI is a subtask of SLTRI where furthermore the transforma-
tion matrices are demanded to have determinant one. We consider its subtask
SLTRITR of computing the transformation matrices alone.
THEOREM 6.1. Let be an -tree over for SLTRITR. Then for every
Proof. Let be those matrices such that
with triangular, and
but only constitute output matrices of on . We per-
form scalar extension with a new indeterminate. Consider the vector
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. Using matrix times vector products we have
the complexity bound
for the element
(here is considered in ). Furthermore, lies in
and the coefficient reduction
shows for the approximative complexity of the determinant
The results from [11] imply a lower bound for the left-hand side in
this inequality.
7. PRODUCT COMPRESSION
Product compression is the monochrome task
of format . We have COMPR(1) = MAMU. For one
can consider product compression as a relaxation of matrix multiplication and
ask whether it is easier than the latter. We are going to show that for this
is not the case; for we cannot say anything.
Remark 7.1. We think that answering this kind of question is also impor-
tant for symbolic multiplication (with respect to a given basis) in other finite-
dimensional -algebras (e.g., those given by complete intersections of polyno-
mials) in order to improve symbolic computation in such algebras.
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THEOREM 7.2. Let be an -tree over for COMPR(2). Then for ev-
ery
Proof. Let be those matrices such that are
the output matrices of on input list . So by
This implies
The reduction to matrix multiplication via the multiplicative complexity of the
trace of the product of three matrices is analogous as in the proof of Theorem
5.1. So
For the absolute lower bound consider the northwest element
and use Proposition 3.3.2 in order to see that
One has the -linearly independent monomials
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